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iOS 8.1 is here! The update enables Apple Pay on supported devices, brings camera rolls, adds some continuity features, and more. Read our previous cover after the jump. At today's big Apple iPad event, they gave a quick preview of iOS 8.1, which will bring a few new... Read more Source: Apple.com new report from
app store analytics company Annie crowned top iOS apps of all time. More than anything, rankings show that even as the iPhone changes and the operating system evolves, our habits haven't changed much when it comes to our favorite apps over the past few years. In fact, if you try to guess the most popular iOS apps
just by looking at your phone, you may not go too far. As Sarah Perez reports for TechCrunch, Google, Apple, and Facebook dominate the list of the top 10 most downloaded apps. Facebook's main app is first introduced, with Facebook Messenger in second place, Instagram in fourth place and WhatsApp in sixth.
Google's YouTube claims third place, and Google Maps is ranked eighth. Apple finds my iPhone comes in seventh place, while iTunes U ranks tenth. Rounding out Microsoft's top 10 Skype is in fifth place, and Twitter is in ninth. Source: Blog.appannie.com for all 10 apps, users in the US lead the download. These apps
have shown considerable staying power, and Perez reports that although most apps are more than four years old, they all still have millions of downloads a month. This means that these are the apps that the majority of users install when they get their first iPhone or iPad, and the ones they install when they upgrade to a
new device from an older model. Chances are very good that you have one or more of these apps installed on your iPhone or iPad. The list of the top 10 most profitable apps looks very different from the list of most popular apps, but the winners on that list are also a very logical category, even if they may not be as easy
to guess. As you might imagine, dating and entertainment apps dominate. Pandora leads, followed by messaging app line, dating app Zoosk, Apple pages, streaming service Spotify, dating app Badoo, Skype, MLB.com in-bat, dating app Grinder, and Game Line. Ironically, App Annie says pandora's top ratings were
driven by American users who essentially contributed all of its revenue. In addition, Skype was the only app that appeared on both the most downloaded and most lucrative list. At $9.99, Apple Pages is the only app on this list to generate all its revenue from paid downloads. All other apps work on a freemium model. The
pages bed free for all new iOS devices in October 2013, but its historic revenue earned its place on Annie's App list. Perez points out that many of the top apps by download and revenue are also top apps using monthly active - except when it comes to China. In China, where users prefer local apps, none of the 19 apps
The Annie App's download and revenue ratings are in the top 50 by monthly active users. When it comes to downloading the most downloaded iOS games, Candy Crash, unsurprisingly, claims the top spot, and follows those popular homemade names Ninja Fruit and Angry Birds. Perez points out that seven of the top 10
games are based on the swipe mechanism, nine of the 10 games are casual, and all 10 are over two years old. Clash of Clans and Candy Crush are just two looks on the most downloaded and high income list, where Clash of Clans comes in first place and Candy Crush in second. While huge companies like Google and
Facebook dominate when it comes to filling out the most downloaded apps for iOs, Sarah E. Needlman reports for the Wall Street Journal that a handful of surprisingly small companies are behind some of the most popular games for the iPhone. While several heavyweight video games like Electronic Arts landed a place
on the list, Candy Crash of King Digital produced number one in downloads and number two in revenue. Supercell Clash of Clans appears on each list, as finnish company days and Boom Beach. The common adjective of the game on both lists is that they are free to download and play. More from Gear &amp; Style
Cheat Sheet: Whether you're stuck in your office eating lunch or trying to pass the time on a rainy day, watching movies from your phone is a great way to keep yourself entertained. If you're an Android smartphone user, you'll see a lot of different movie apps out there, but the best ones? Here are 13 of the best free
movie download apps for Android. Most of us have heard of YouTube, so this one shouldn't come as a surprise. YouTube now has a paid premium service called YouTube Premium, which provides ad-free viewing on regular YouTube plus access to its original programming. However, with some determination and good
search skills, you can find just about anything to watch. Just be aware that YouTube is diligent in police pirate content. While Kodi itself is merely an interface that requires additional add-ons for movies and TV, it is still one of the most popular apps to view streaming content. Cody's beauty is options for almost endless
video streaming. The main thing to watch is add-ons with pirate content. If you choose to use one of these add-ons, make sure you use some kind of VPN for your protection. Founded in 2014, Toby is a completely free film streaming service supported by advertising and has thousands of title from both cinema and
television. To help find the right thing to watch, Toby has dozens of different categories including handy highly rated in the Rotten Tomatoes category if you're looking for movie ratings there. If you like most households and the different technologies you use, Toby certainly enjoys it as being supported not only on Android
but also on iOS, Roku, AppleTV, Amazon Fire TV, on the web, and others. It is a channel-based app with more than 100 channels for anyone's taste, New movies and sports channels. Its interface looks like the familiar TV programming network we all used to, which makes it easier to find streaming apps. Registration
provides the ability to customize your channels. Pluto TV is a bit unique as it is both live streaming and on-demand programming. A clean movie and TV app from Sony, Kracle provides a simple interface with tons of movies and TV shows. Since the service is free, of course there are ads. At times, they can get annoying,
but the quality of content licensed from mainstream media companies certainly makes it a contender. As with several of the best movie apps, Crackle comes on many platforms in addition to Android. A couple of good features include the ability to rate videos with high/low thumbs and other programming suggestions.
Depending on what you're looking at, Krakol will give the user other viewing ideas. ShowBox is one of the most popular movie apps for Android. It has both paid and free content numbers in the thousands. However, some argue some of these resources are not entirely legal, so tread with caution. Because of these
possible issues, Google Play is not the host of this app, so you have to enable third-party downloads to get this gem on your Android device. The main thing you need to be aware of is where you download the app from. Some sites that host the app may contain malware, so be careful viewer. To view family-friendly, you
can't go wrong with the pigeon channel. Founded in 2015, this Christian-based programming provides hours of film entertainment for all family members. They even have their own ranking system based on age suitability (all ages, +12, and +18). The program is simple to navigate and also has a web version for those
who want to stream on their computers. They even channel in Roku if you have a Rocco receiver. While they have a paid membership, which gives you full access to all programming, exclusive content, and the removal of ads, there is a ton of videos available for free. If you are into classic movies, then take old movies to
your Android movie app, as it offers hundreds of videos made before 1970. While the app has ads, you can delete them by giving the app a good rating. Many existing movies are not mainstream favorites, but there are tons of good ones for hours of free entertainment. If you are an anime fan, Crunchyroll will have a
must-have app for your Android device. The developer promises more than 25,000 episodes and more than 15,000 hours of the last anime available. If you choose to subscribe to their premium service, you will have access to the latest anime episodes immediately after they are broadcast in Japan. For those who love
mental stimulation while also entertaining, streaming curiosity is perhaps the best place to start watching. While the free viewing library is not very large, the paid plan is relatively inexpensive. This app is on There is quite a few operating systems besides Android and even available in a few Tv. This app itself has several
categories to find out just the topic you want to watch about. It also has a customizable watch list, so you can save the apps you want to watch later. A unique entry for university students, Canopy only requires your university and log credentials for authentication and streaming for free. Participating public libraries also
provide free access. Not only are there hundreds of documentaries and other educational videos, but they also have quite a bit of mainstream programming. Another free movie app is a large selection of independent popcorn films. Supported by advertising, the app has a fair amount of international movies as well. It is
also available on multiple platforms and has a kids version with social media sharing and commentary. Often seen as YouTube's little brother, Vimeo has made more hosts than just homebrewed videos of his buddies. For adventure, there is quite a collection of unique movie shorts and artistic films, and it's a great place
to find budding film directors/creators. Like YouTube, you can also upload your videos, although Vimeo is more for professionals trying to break into business. Commercial.
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